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We will use these discussion prompts as the basis 
for our online Zoom discussion on Wednesday 
8 April at 3.30pm. Feel free to bring ideas and 
thoughts in relation to the film or to your own 
lives, research and readings. 

/// 0 - Beginning
We are all currently living in a changed reality 
where we are distanced yet close to our ‘normal’ 
or pre-COVID-19 lives. Across our families, 
friends, work, this situation is shifting our view of 
our lives and ways of communicating. 
 
In discussing the production of her film, Johanna 
Billing talked about developing the music and 
working from Arthur Russell’s piece This Is How 
We Walk on the Moon: 

“This song has stayed with me for a number of 
years and I’ve always been very fascinated by the 
sentence: This Is How We Walk on the Moon. That 
such a small word, “this”, can contain so much – it 
seems to me as if he’s trying to describe “this is 
what we in particular do today, in this particular 
‘now’. History has described walking on the moon 
as man’s – or rather mankind’s – great step or leap. 
Today, forty years later, it’s interesting to think 
about what now constitutes a great step, or a step 
into new or unknown territory. And to consider the 
relationship between what is regarded as being a 
great step for people at the individual level and for 
the society we live in.” 1 

/// 1 – Proximity and Familiarity
This Is How We Walk on the Moon follows a 
group of musicians putting themselves in the new 
situation of learning how to sail. This puts them in 
a new and unfamiliar situation on a body of 

water that they live with every day, shifting their 
experience of it.

1 From interview between Billing and Jacob Furnicius, 
TIHWWOTM record, launched at Konsthall Malmo http://hollybush-
gardens.co.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/Malmoe-konsthall-LP-publi-
cation-ENGpdf.pdf

Edinburgh sits on the Firth of Forth and when 
visiting Edinburgh, Johanna was surprised to find 
that few people have ever sailed on it. It shows 
that proximity doesn’t equate to familiarity. 

/// 2 – Collaboration and Adaptation
Collectivity and collective action runs through 
the film. The boat can’t be sailed alone and the 
soundtrack was made through live collaboration 
between a group of musicians. 
 
Musicians often play together, working in groups 
to listen and respond to each other to bring a 
piece of music alive. Crewing a sail boat offers 
a similar process where the group have to work 
together to move the boat through changeable 
weather and learn how to adapt and collaborate. 
In both cases each individual in the group has 
to agree to learn to ‘pull together’ towards a 
common purpose. 

/// 3 – Finding Harmony
The musician’s unfamiliarity with sailing produces 
the potential to find resolution as they learn to 
both sail the ship, engaging with nature (to work 
with the wind and the sea) and finding harmony in 
working with each other.

The social dynamics between groups and 
individuals can be both exciting and difficult. 
Can a common purpose consolidate difference, 
disharmony or reluctance?

/// 4 – Learning something new 
Stepping on the boat for the musicians was a 
step into the unknown. While they have the 
reassurance of a teacher, someone experienced to 
guide them through, they are filmed in theprocess 
of learning. Their uncertainty and confusion is 
apparent. The feelings of: “Am I doing it right?”

We see their vulnerability in being a beginner or 
novice as an adult. But they treat this step into 
the unknown as an opportunity to experience the 
familiar space of the Firth of Forth in a completely 
new way. 

This is How We Walk On The
Moon  


